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Abstract 

Terra Mosana is a collaboration project (2018- 2021) between municipalities, heritage sites, museums, 
universities and citizens in order to reinforce Euregio Meuse-Rhine (EMR) tourism and the formation 
of a shared identity through the digital exploitation of its cultural heritage. Based on this experience, 
the aim of this study is to describe how the governance structure of the Terra Mosana project has 
been developed to sustain the use and maintenance of the key deliverables of the project. In order to 
achieve this, a structured approach was followed based on the eight good governance principles: 
participation, consensus oriented, accountability, transparency, responsiveness, effective and 
efficient, equity and inclusiveness and rule of law has been employed as governance qualities. These 
governance qualities have been complemented with structural and managerial instruments that work 
as governance dimensions. The Structural instruments are: S1. Establishment of coordinating 
functions or entities, S2 Reshuffling division of competences, S3. Establishment of a legal framework, 
S4. Regulated markets, S5. Systems for information ex- change and sharing, S6. Entities for collective 
decision-making and S7. Partnerships. While the managerial instruments are: M1. Strategic planning, 
M2. Financial management: input-oriented, M3. Financial management: performance-oriented, M4. 
Financial management fostering joined up working and cooperation between organizations, M5. Inter-
organizational culture and knowledge management, and M6. Capacity building. The composition of 
both instruments allows to underpin institutional arrangements in the public sector via three 
governance mechanisms: hierarchies, markets, and networks. Through our analysis we identified that 
S3. Legal Framework, S5. Systems for information exchange, M1. Strategic Planning, and sharing, and 
M5. Inter‐organizational culture and knowledge management have required the most attention when 
implementing the governance instruments in the context of Terra Mosana. In addition, S1. 
Establishment of coordinating functions or entities, S6. Entities for collective decision-making and 
Instrument S4. Market regulation needed least attention in the governance arrangement of Terra 
Mosana. Finally, most good governance principles are relevant for the implementation of the 
instruments. In particular, participation, accountability and transparency are very relevant for several 
governance instruments.  
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